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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that a lower triangular strictly m-banded infinite matrix tan br 
factored into a product of m lower triangular strictly 1-banded matrices. A method to 
construct such a factorization is described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this note we prove the following theorem. 
A. KAASHOEK, L. LERER 
THEOREM 1.1. L,et T = (tjk)y k = _ m be a doubly infinite matrix satisfying 
the following propetiies: 
Ca> tjk = 0 for k > j; 
(b) tjk = 0 for k < ’ m, where m is some fixed nonnegative integer: 
( > t.. # 0 C tt dt. ,_.i L 0 f an ,,, m or all i E Z. 
Then T admits a factorization us a product of m matrices T = T,T, *** T,, 
where euch factor is a two-diagonal m.uttix of the ferm 
Tk = 
with nonzero entries aj;‘, a(k)_ 
1.J 1’ 
(1-l) 
a-i -2 a(k) -l.-l 
akk)- 1 ao:) 
a$o’ at!’ 
The above theorem is inspired by a factorization theorem of [3], which 
states that a lower triangular skictly Abanded [i.e., conditions (a), (b) and (c) 
of Theorem 1.1 are fulfilled] totally positive matrix T admits a factorization 
T = T1T2 0.. T, with each factor Tk of the form (1.1) and totally positive 
(sec also [2] for a generalization to the nonstrict case). 
Our method of proof differs from the ones used in [3] and [2], and is 
based on a representation of the m-banded matrix T as an input-output map 
of a linear finite-dimensional time-varying System. Factorizations of such 
input-output maps tan be understood as decomposing the System into a 
cascade connection of simpler Systems. There exists a well-established state- 
space method (sec [l]) for p ro d ucing cascade connections in the time-in- 
variant case. This factorization method tan be extended to time-invariant 
Systems and is used here to prove Theorem 1.1. Other proofs of Theorem 1.1, 
without using the system-theory approach, may be given too (cf. Theorem 
3.2). 
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The Paper consists of three sections (counting the present introduction). 
In the second section we recall some facts from [4] about time-varying 
Systems and we represent an m-banded matrix as an input-output map of 
such a System. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we present a brief account of the system-theoretic back- 
ground for the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Consider a Single-input Single-output time-varying finite-dimensional 
linear System 2, 
where the state-space operators A(j) : X(j) + X(j + 1) are linear Operators 
acting between complex finite-dimensional vector spaces, called state spaces 
of Z, the inpt operators B(j): c -+ X(j + 1) and the output operators 
C(j): X(j) + c are also linear Operators, and D(j) E c (j E Z>. We shall 
use throughout the notation Z = (A(a), BC.), Cc.1, D(a); X(s)) to denote 
the System (2.1). The state-transition operators S(k, I): X(E) -+ X(k) are 
defined by 
A(k - l)A(k - 2)... A(l) if k > 1, 
S(k,l) := I if k=l, (2.2) 
0 if k<l. 
The doubly infinite lower triangular matrix T, := [tki]k, ;= _m with entries 
C(k)S(k,i + I)B(i) if i <k, 
t,, = tki(x) ‘= D(i) if i=k, (2.3) 
0 if i>k 
will be referred to as the input-output mp of the System C. 
Let ‘c, = (Ai(.), Bi(.), C,(a), Di(*>; X,(o)> (i = 1,2> be two Systems of the 
type (2.1). The cuscade connection Z = ‘c,IZ, is by definition the System [of 
the type (2.I)] h’ h w ic one obtains if the output of Z2 at time k is taken as the 
input at time k of Zi. One easily sees that this cascade connection C = 
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(Ac*), B(e), C(e), D(-1; X(:>) is given by 
A,(k) 4(k)%(k) 
A,(k) 
C(k) = (Cl(k) ww2(w D(k) = w+Mo 
X(k) = X,(k) @X,(k). 
Note that C. = C,Z%, implies T, = T,,Tz2. 
Consider a doubly infinite lower triangular matrix T = [tj, r k = _ m. 
A finite-dimensional linear System I: of type (2.1) is said to be a reabzation 
of T if the input-output map of C coincides with T, i.e., T, = T. 
In the rest of this Paper we tonfine our attention to the class Y..,,, which 
consists of all lower triangular strictly m-banded matrices, i.e., matrices 
T = [tjkrk= _m with tjk = 0 when k > j or k <j - m and tiiti,i_m # 0 for 
all i E Z. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. L,et T = [tjk 7 k _ _ m E PL@,,,. Then a realization of T 
is given by 2 = (A(e), B(o), C(e), D(e); X(e)), where X(j) = c”, D<j> = tjj, 
und the operators A(j), B(j), and C(j) have the following matrix representa- 
tions with respect to the Standard basis in crn: 
0 1 0 *-* 0 0 
0 0 1 --* 0 0 
A(j) = ! ! ! *.e 
. . 
: : = ’ 
0 0 0 
B(j) 
*+* 1 0 
0 0 0 -** 0 1 
0 0 0 **- 0 01 
C(j) = (tj,j-m **’ tj,j-l)” 
(2.4 
(2.5) 
Proof. We have to check that the entries tjk of the given matrix coincide 
with the numbers tjk(C) defined by (2.31, i.e. 
tjk =c(j)S(j,k + l)B(k) (k <j), (2~3) 
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where S(j, 1) is the state-transition Operator defined by (2.2). For con- 
venience, let V denote the left shift Operator on c”: 
0 1 0 *-* 0 0 \ 
0 0 1 **. 0 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
v := . . . . . . 
0 0 0 *.. 1 0 
0 0 0 --. 0 1 
0 0 0 *.. 0 0 / 
Then S(j, k + 1) = Vj-k-l and S(j, k + 1) = 0 for j - k > m. Hence 
tjk = 0 forj > k. Ifj - k < m, then 
Io\ 
’ s(j,k + l)B(k) = Vj-k-l : = (%,m-j+k+l)r=l' 
0 
\l 
where S,, is the Kronecker delta. It follows that 
C(j)S(j, k + l)B(k) = (tj,j-m eo- tj,j-l)($,rn-j+k+l)ly=i = tjk’ 
which proves that (2.4) and (2.5) form a realization of T. ??
The realization described in Proposition 2.1 tan be easily deduced from 
the realization theory for time-varying Systems as developed in [4]. The latter 
theory also implies that the realization given by (2.4) and (2.5) is minimal 
(according to the definition in [4]), and that any other minimal realization of 
T is similar to the one given by (2.4) and (2.5). Note, however, that for the 
proof of Theorem 1.1 these minimality results are not needed. 
3. FACTORIZATION OF STRICTLY m-BANDED MATRICES 
In this section we consider strictly m-banded matrices of which the 
entries on the main diagonal are all equal to 1. Clearly, any matrix T = 
bjkv,,k= -m EYPC~ tan be normalized to this form by multiplication from 
the right (or left) by the diagonal matrix diagCtJ;‘J’= _p. 
‘!-<y JO T-m<y-CJ 0 
(c-c) ‘y=!- ji T = ‘IIS 
‘T - m 3 y - Cs T J “$,_ [(T + y)(uqq - 1 
.i<y 40 T<y-!-Lt 0 
(‘GT) ‘!-=y Jb T E-r5 
‘T - !-= Y 4 ,_[(c>(u)q(T + !J,,~- 1 ym m- =“L.m = z.z ua%L ‘(Z 3 -r)O + (Y)(U1)~PV (yp(y),v = (1 + yp 
$vv$ 0s (a 3 y) (y)x 3 1 “(( Y)~~>x) = (y)x slopan 40 asuanbas v asooy 
puv ‘(w,-(#a(y)a - (y>v = (y>,v znd ‘rz uowododd hq uad 
wx :(*>a ‘(013 ‘(*>a ‘(-)v > = g 
WIWI? ‘7 ‘HOHSVVX ‘V 74 ‘3WI8H03 ‘1 ZSC 
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Now fix a basis ‘pj = (cpji)T= _ m (j = 1, . . . , m) in J. The above observa- 
tion implies that for any i E Z there is at least one vector 4, such that 
(p;i # 0. Next, introduce the functions fk : C”’ + C by 
.fk(hi>..., h”,) := 2 Aj$ (k E Z), 
i=l 
and note that the set 
IIk := ( (h,)l=, E V/fk( h,, . . . > h,,) = 0) 
is a subspace of dimension less than or equal to m - 1. 
Now we Claim that if IIk (k E Z) is a countable family of subspaces of a 
linear m-dimensional space X (over c) with dim IIk < m - 1, then X # 
U k E z IIk. (This follows from well-known general results, e.g., Baire’s cate- 
gory theorem, but for completeness we present here an elementar-y proof 
which was suggested to us by F. van Schagen.) Indeed, for m = dim X = 1 
our Claim is just the result that c is uncountable. Assume that the assertion 
holds for m = p - 1, and let us show that it is true for X with dim X = p. 
First we note that the set of subspaces of dimension p - 1 of X is 
uncountable, and hence there is a subspace X, of X such that II] f X,, 
(j E Z). Thus dim(IIj n X,) < p - 2 for all j E Z. Hence IIj n X,, is a 
sequence of subspaces of dimension < p - 2 in the (p - I)-dimensional 
subspace X,. By the induction hypothesis there exists a Point xg E X,, such 
that xa e IIi n X, for all j E Z. But then x0 E X, c X and x,) P IIi for all 
j E Z. 
The above result implies that there is a Point ( kj$!=, E C”’ \ ( Uj E H lI,>. 
It is clear that all coordinates of the vector u = <f,< p,, . . . , p,,,)>~= I EM 
are different from Zero. ??
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. Let C = (A(e), BC.), C(e), D(.); X(.)) be the 
realization of T described in Proposition 2.1. We have D(k) z 0, and thus 
AX(k) = A(k) - B(k)D-‘(k)C(k) is well defined. Then 
AX(j) = 
0 1 0 ... 0 0 
0 0 1 . . . 0 0 
. . 
0 0 0 .-* 1 0 
0 0 0 . . . 0 1 
‘j-n, ‘j- CJ . . * m+l - ,,l + 2 ‘J- 2 ‘j-1 
J (3.4) 
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where ci = -t,;’ tji, and hence all matrices A’(j) (j E Z) are invertible. So 
we tan dehne Operators 
i 
AX(k - l)AX(k - 2) **. AX(0) if k>O, 
St= z if k = 0, (3.5) 
[ Ax(k)]-l[ AX(k + l)]-’ 0.. [ AX( -l)]-’ if k < 0. 
We apply Lemma 3.1 with Ej = Sjx, and take a vector x,, E C” so that all 
coordinates of the column vector col( Ei xJJ’= _m are different from Zero. 
Setting x(k) := Ekr, (k E TZ), we observe that x(k + 1) = Ax(k)x(k) 
(k E H) and all coordinates of the vectors x(k) = (x(“)(k)):! I are different 
from Zero. In particular, d”‘)(k) f 0 (k E Z). 
Now fuc a sequence x(k) E C” of state-space vectors with the properties 
described in the preceding Paragraph. Introduce the subspaces 
Mr:=span{x(k)}, M, := span{e,,...,e,_i} (k E Z), 
where ej := ( Syj)rC i. It is clear that 
A(k)& c Mk+l> A(k)XMkcMk=l (k E z), (3.6) 
and, since xcm)( k) z 0, we have 
Mk @ M,X= x(k)( = C”) (k E Z). (3.7) 
Using (3.61, one easily sees that the Operators A(k), B(k), C(k) (k E a> 
partition in the following way with respect to the direct-sum decompositions 
(3.7): 
B(k) = (3.9) 
C(k) = (C,(k) C,(k)) : M, 8 Mk” -f @, (3.10) 
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10 1 \ 
A,(k) = ” .‘* 1 , 
\ 0, 
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(3.11) 
I 
x(‘)( k + 1) ’ 
B,(k) = -[P’(k + l)]-’ ; ) (3.12) 
P-l)(k + 1)) 
C,(k) = (Q,k-m *** h,k-?.h (3.13) 
and 
A,(k) = 0, B,(k) = [x’yk + l)]-‘, C,(k) = -x’“‘(k + 1). 
(3.14) 
Note that the entry A12(k) in (3.8) is of the form 
I 
P’(k) \ 
A12(k) = ; . 
dm)( k) , 
Since x(k + 1) = Ax(k)x(k), we tan write 
A,,(k) = B,(k)%(k). (3.15) 
The partitionings (3.8), (3.9), (3.10) and the relation (3.15) imply that 2 is a 
cascade connection (sec the third Paragraph of Section 2) of C, and 
22, c = x,I;,, where the System C, = (Ai(*), B,(e), Cl(-), Dl(*); XI(.)> is 
defined by (3.111, (3.12) (3.13), and D,(j) = 1, X,(j) = @“-i, while the 
System Ez = (Aa(*), B,(a), C,(a), D,(o); X,(e)) is defined by (3.14) with 
D,(j) = 1, X,(j) = Cl. It follows that 
T = T, = Tx,Tz2. (3.16) 
An easy computation Shows that the input-output maps of Zr and Zz 
coincide with the matrices T, and T, described by (3.2) and (3.3), respec- 
tively. Thus (3.16) implies (3.1). ??
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Note that Theorem 1.1 from the Introduction follows immediately from 
Theorem 3.1. Indeed, since the matrix Ti in (3.1) is in 9’~@“~_ i, we tan apply 
Theorem 3.1 to Ti and factorize further 
where ?-t E 9.~8~ and T-i E LZ~~ _ 2. Proceeding in this way, we obtain the 
desired factorization of T EL?%,~ into a product of m strictly one-banded 
matrices. 
Next we deduce from Theorem 3.1 a factorization theorem which does 
not involve directly a realization of the matrix T. 
For T = [tj, r k = _ m E 9’9,,, let Ker T denote the linear space of all 
doubly infinite sequences u = <zL~)~= _m such that 
Iz;_ tijuj = 0 (i E Z). 
Note that Ker T is an m-dimensional vector space. 
THEOREM 3.2. Ld T = [tjkr, k= _m E 9?2?m, tii = 1 (i E Z), and let 
U = <Uj& -m E Ker T be such that uj f 0 for all j E 2’. Then the factoriza- 
tion (3.1) holds true, where T, is strictly (m - l)-banded and T, = 
[ rjk r, k = _ m is strictly 1-bano!ed with 
?-. 1.3-1 = -uj(uj_l)-l Ci E Zl. (3.17) 
Proof. We first show that a vector u = <zL~)~= _I) E Ker T with uj # 0 
indeed exists. To this end consider the realization 
Z = (A(e), B(*),C(*), D(.); X(e)) 
of T described in Proposition 2.1. We Claim that the space Ker T consists of 
all vectors u = (-C(k)x(k))F= _m, where x(k) E X(k) = @” satisfy the 
recursive relation 
x(k + 1) = Ax(k)x(k). (3.18) 
Indeed, write the time-varying System 2 such that T = T,: 
x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + B(k)u(k), 
y(k) = C(k)x(k) + D(k)u(k), k E Z. 
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It is clear that u = (u(k)):= _Io E Ker T if and only if the sequence of inputs 
(u(k)),,, generates the Outputs y(k) = 0 (k E Z) of the System (2). But 
then we see from (2) that u(k) = -C(k)x(k), and hence 
x(k + 1) = A(k)r(k) - B(k)C(k)x(k) = A”(k)x(k). 
In view of the first Paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.1, there is a 
sequence x(k) = (x(“)(k)):! 1 satisfying (3.18) with nonzero coordinates 
r(“)(k) (k E Z, v = 1, . . . , m). From (3.18), (3.4), and (2.5) we see that 
x’“‘(j + 1) = - 5 tl,,,_“‘+“_,x(“)(j) = -C(j)X(j). (3.19) 
lJ=l 
and hence the vector u = (-C(k)r(k))T= _m = (x(“‘)(k + l))k= ~z from the 
space Ker T has only nonzero entries. 
Now assume a vector u = (uj)TE _lo E Ker T with uI f 0 (j E Z) is 
given. As ensured by the preceding Paragraph, there is a sequence of 
state-space vectors x(k) = (x (“‘(k)):!,, k E Z, such that (3.18) holds true 
and uk = -C(k)x(k). Using again (3.19), we infer that xC7”)(k) = 1~~ ~, 
(k E Z), and it remains to apply Theorem 3.1 to get the desired result. ??
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